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We present a systematic study of the phase diagram of LiHox Y1−x F4 (0.25  x  1) Ising ferromagnets
obtained from neutron scattering measurements and mean-field calculations. We show that while the thermal
phase transition decreases linearly with dilution, as predicted by mean-field theory, the critical transverse field at
the quantum critical point is suppressed much faster. This behavior is related to competition between off-diagonal
dipolar coupling and quantum fluctuations that are tuned by doping and applied field, respectively. In this paper,
we quantify the deviation of the experimental results from mean-field predictions, with the aim that this analysis
can be used in future theoretical efforts towards a quantitative description.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.174443
I. INTRODUCTION

The LiMF4 family, where M is a rare-earth element,
provides a series of materials for the study of magnetic
dipolar interactions with negligible nearest-neighbor exchange
coupling [1–7]. Among them, the three-dimensional Ising
ferromagnet LiHoF4 has attracted much theoretical and experimental interest, offering a simple and well-understood
Hamiltonian. The system is ferromagnetic below a Curie
temperature of Tc  1.53 K, and undergoes a quantum phase
transition when a field of 50 kOe is applied transverse to the
Ising axis [8–11]. The strong crystal field single-ion anisotropy
at the Ho site results in an Ising ground state doublet. However,
unlike many other anisotropic dipolar-coupled systems where
the same energy scale is relevant to the anisotropy and quantum
fluctuations, LiHox Y1−x F4 remains Ising-like well into the
paramagnetic state above the critical transverse field (Hc )
[12]. At low temperatures, the ferromagnetic state is a result
of competition between dipolar interactions which promote
magnetic order and transverse magnetic field which introduces
quantum fluctuations to destroy the ordered state. The role
of the hyperfine interactions on the phase diagram close to
the quantum critical region is discussed in Refs. [11–13].
Careful studies of the excitation spectra while tuning through
the quantum critical point have revealed that the hyperfine
coupling to the nuclear spin bath forestalls the electronic mode
softening expected for a quantum phase transition. As a result,
the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase boundary at T = 0 is
strongly modified by the hyperfine interaction.
The ability to dilute Ho3+ sites with nonmagnetic Y3+ ions
provides a rich arena to explore how disorder and quantum
fluctuations affect the magnetic properties and collective
phenomena [12,14–16]. The LiHox Y1−x F4 system adopts the
scheelite structure for all values of x and allows a systematic
study of dilution of magnetic moments from a correlated
ferromagnet to a single-ion state. Ferromagnetic order persists
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with decreasing Tc until a critical Ho concentration xc ≈ 25%
is reached [17]. Below xc , the induced local randomness is
effective enough to destroy long-range order. The nature of
the highly diluted systems for x < 0.25 has been debated in
a series of experimental and theoretical reports. Some studies
have reported that there exists a transition into a spin-glass
state; however, numerical calculations were not able to find
evidence for a spin-glass transition [15,18–22]. The interplay
between frustrated dipolar coupling, local disorder induced by
chemical doping, and quantum fluctuations due to a transverse
field enhance the complexity of the system, which make the
correct interpretation important [23–25].
In order to clarify the ambiguities of the very diluted
phases, first one needs to properly understand the role of
the above-mentioned terms on the diluted series, where the
long-range order is shown to survive [26]. It has been argued
that in LiHox Y1−x F4 when x = 1, due to the breaking of
symmetry, transverse couplings between Ho3+ moments no
longer cancel out, which leads to additional longitudinal
and transverse internal random fields [12,16]. Correction
for these terms in the effective Hamiltonian leads to a
modification of the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic transition in
LiHox Y1−x F4 (x = 1). Even though considerable studies have
been performed on LiHox Y1−x F4 , especially on very diluted
concentrations, a detailed comparison of a series of compounds
is missing. In this work we systematically track the evolution
of disorder by gradually doping the ferromagnetic systems
with 0.25  x  1. For all concentrations the classical and
quantum critical points are measured by means of neutron
scattering. The ordered moment and critical scattering are
traced as a function of x, and all the phase diagrams are
mapped. For theoretical comparison, mean-field calculations
were performed, and the discrepancies with experimental
data are quantified. The experimental dependence of Hc on
Ho3+ concentration could be reproduced provided the ordered
moment is reduced.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II a basic
introduction to mean-field calculations of LiHox Y1−x F4 is
given. Neutron scattering measurements as a function of
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temperature and magnetic field are discussed in Sec. III and
results are compared to simulations. The differences between
measured and theoretical results are analyzed in Sec. IV and the
probable reasons for the observed discrepancies are discussed.
II. PHASE DIAGRAM STUDIES BY MEAN-FIELD
CALCULATIONS

The full rare-earth Hamiltonian was diagonalized within
the virtual-crystal mean-field (VCMF) approximation, widely
used to solve the mean-field Hamiltonian of composites. The
magnetic moment operators of Ho3+ and Y3+ ions at site i are
labeled as
Y
Ji = xJHo
i ⊕ (1 − x)Ji .

(1)

The virtual crystal method uses a homogeneous approximation
with a composite moment where x is the proportion of
Ho3+ ions. Although in the present case dilution is made by
nonmagnetic Y3+ , this approach can be equally well applied
for a mixture of magnetic ions, e.g., Ho3+ and Er3+ [27].
The numerical algorithm is essentially a simple mean-field
calculation, with the difference that VCMF not only mixes
site-specific mean fields, but also the ion type specific mean
fields [6]. If there exists only one kind of rare-earth ion in the
system, VCMF is equivalent to a mean-field treatment [11].
The complete Hamiltonian of the system includes five
terms,
H = HCF + Hhyp + HZ + HD + Hex

=
[HCF (Ji ) + AJi · Ii − gμB Ji .H]
i

−

1 
1
JD D αβ Jiα Jjβ −
Jex Ji · Jj , (2)
2 ij αβ
2 ij 

where HCF is the crystal field, Hhyp is the hyperfine coupling
of Ho3+ ion to its I = 7/2 nuclear spin, HZ the Zeeman
effect, HD the dominant dipolar interaction, and Hex the
nearest neighbors Heisenberg exchange interaction. Owing
to spin-orbit interaction, J = 8 in the ground state. The
hyperfine coupling constant of Ho3+ is taken to be A =
3.36 μeV as reported from hyperfine resonance and specific
heat measurements [4,28,29].
The crystal-field parameters used in this study are those
reported in Ref. [11]. We assume that the crystal field surrounding a Ho3+ ion is not perturbed significantly by dilution
[30]. The crystal field splits the J = 8 ground state of Ho3+ for
point symmetry 4̄ intofour doublet and nine singlet crystal-field
levels, where the lowest crystal-field level is a doublet. Its wave
function is a linear combination of mJ = ±7,∓5,±3,∓1. The
dominance of high mJ contributions give it an Ising anisotropy.
The next crystal-field level is found at about 11 K. The strength
of the superexchange coupling, Jex , was fixed to −0.1 μeV
in our calculation. Furthermore, to account for the strong
z-axis fluctuations established by the 1/z expansion [11], the
mean field, i.e., the ferromagnetic interaction times the local
magnetic moment, is scaled by the factor 0.785 in combination
with a minute adjustment of the crystal field. The results
derived in this effective MF approximation are found to agree
accurately with the predictions of the first-order theory in 1/z at

x = 1, and also, the effective VCMF in the dilute case accounts
in an acceptable way for that obtained when combining the 1/z
expansion with the coherent potential approximation (CPA)
(see Ref. [31]). Within the effective MF approximation, the
calculated Tc is higher than found experimentally for LiHoF4
of Tc = 1.53 K. Indeed, the phase boundary close to Tc
cannot be accurately reproduced theoretically and remains
an outstanding problem [10,32,33]. The long-range nature of
dipole-dipole interactions was treated by splitting the dipolar
fields’ summation into a short-range discrete sum over 50
unit cells and a continuous integration towards the sample
boundaries assuming a spherical shape of the sample [32,34].
The homogeneous distribution of the ions within the
lattice implies that off-diagonal interactions cancel out due
to symmetry. Therefore, local randomness and frustration will
not be accounted for in this picture. As will be discussed
later, these absent terms play an important role on the critical
properties of the diluted systems and neglecting them results
in discrepancies with experimental observations.
III. NEUTRON DIFFRACTION

Neutron scattering measurements were performed on single
crystals of LiHox Y1−x F4 , grown by the Bridgman technique
with nominal Ho3+ concentrations of x = 0.25, 0.33, 0.46,
0.67, and 1. In order to reduce the neutron absorption, all
compounds were synthesized from isotopically enriched 7 Li
(>99.9%). The Ho3+ /Y3+ ratio was checked by means of
energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy, and the nominal Ho3+
concentration was confirmed to be accurate to within ±1%
through density measurements of the crystal with a differential
air-liquid weighing technique. The density effect of the utilized
liquids was negligible since similar results were obtained using
water, ethanol, and isopropanol. The surface tension of the
liquid was effectively reduced by using thin copper wires with
a diameter of 50 μm to carry the samples. The crystal structure
of LiHox Y1−x F4 crystallizes in space group I 41 /a. The
lattice parameters slightly vary with x and are approximately
a  5.18 Å and c  10.75 Å.
The experiments on crystals with x = 0.25, 0.46, 0.83, and
1 were performed on the E4 two-axis diffractometer at the
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin. The crystals with x = 0.33 and
0.67 were measured on the RITA-II triple-axis spectrometer at
the Paul Scherrer Institut and the D23 and D10 diffractometers
at the Institut Laue Langevin, Grenoble.
To improve the thermalization of the samples below 1 K,
crystals were glued with Stycast onto sample holders made
of oxygen-free copper. The samples were mounted inside
a dilution refrigerator and vertical field superconducting
magnets. Scans were performed in the (h0l) scattering plane
such that the magnetic field (H ) was applied along the
crystallographic b axis. Scans were centered on the Q = (200)
reflection, and the wave vector of the incoming neutron beam
was selected in the 2.56–2.66 Å−1 window in different series
of the measurements.
Due to ferromagnetic order in the LiHox Y1−x F4 systems
studied, for a given reflection the total neutron scattering
cross section is composed of both nuclear and magnetic
contributions. In this paper, we shall focus on the intensity
due to magnetic scattering, i.e., I − IN , where I is the total
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal rotation scans through Q = (200) for the
x = 0.46 at three different temperatures. The red lines are fits
described in the text. The inset demonstrates the enhancement of
critical scattering around Tc (x = 0.46) ≈ 0.68 K. (b) Scattering
from long-range magnetic order (circles) and the critical scattering
(squares) as a function of temperature. The lines are the power-law
fits to the data.

intensity and IN is intensity from nuclear scattering which we
obtain from measurements above Tc . Since neutron scattering
from ferromagnetically ordered compounds is proportional to
the square of the ordered moment perpendicular to Q, one can
extract the phase transition temperature (or equivalently the
field) at which the compounds order magnetically. Resolutionlimited Bragg peaks at base temperature in the ferromagnetic
phase indicate long-range order in all samples. To fit the crystal
rotation ω scans we have used
I (ω) ∝ [Aδ(ω − ω0 ) + BL(ω − ω0 )] ⊗ G(ω),

1.00
0.83
0.67
0.46
0.25

1

(3)

where A is the scattering intensity from long-range order,
centered at ω = ω0 ; in our scattering geometry and zero applied field A ∝ Mc2 , where Mc is the magnetization along c. In
our measurements A
B, where B denotes the amplitude of
critical scattering described by a Lorentzian L. A convolution
with a Gaussian G is made to account for the instrumental
resolution.
A. Temperature dependence

Figure 1(a) shows transverse scans through the Q = (200)
reflection in the x = 0.46 sample at three different temperatures close to Tc (x = 0.46) ≈ 0.68 K. In this compound,
nuclear scattering dominates (200) reflection intensity. Scans
at each point in temperature were extended in reciprocal space
such that the diffuse component as well as the Bragg scattering
were covered. Figure 1(b) shows the onset of long-range
magnetic order close to Tc (x = 0.46) as indicated by the
increase in the Bragg peak intensity. Critical scattering is found
to be strongest at the phase transition as expected. This data
is representative of the salient features found from neutron
scattering in the other samples.
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the magnetic
scattering at the (200) Bragg point for increasing Y3+ content
in LiHox Y1−x F4 . For better comparison, for all compounds
the contribution of nuclear scattering IN has been subtracted
from the total intensity I (T ) using measurements in the
paramagnetic state. We consider the ratio of the magnetic to
nuclear scattering ([I (T ) − IN ]/IN ) which is normalized by
the magnetic scattering cross section of the parent compound

(I(T )/IN − 1)/(I(0)/IN − 1)x=1

I/IN

1

(b)

I/IN - 1

1.2 (a)
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetic intensity of
LiHox Y1−x F4 for 0.25  x  1. To ease comparison, for each
compound we normalize the ratio of magnetic to nuclear intensity
by the ratio of magnetic to nuclear intensity of LiHoF4 at base
temperature. Solid lines show power-law fits from which the critical
temperature was extracted as described in the text.

LiHoF4 at base temperature ([I (0) − IN ]/IN ). With increasing
Y content Tc shifts to lower temperatures. At the same time, the
total strength of scattering is also reduced—as expected since
magnetic Ho3+ ions are replaced by nonmagnetic Y3+ ions. For
the x = 0.67 compound, largest intensity is observed above
base temperature. The origin of this effect is not clear. We note
that weak scattering from critical fluctuations is also observed,
as already discussed for x = 0.46. The line shape of the critical
scattering seems comparable for the x = 0.25, 0.46, and 0.67
samples, as well as the ratio between the base temperature
intensity and the maximum intensity of the critical scattering
at the transition point. Within the instrumental resolution, we
did not find a significant contribution from critical scattering
for samples with x = 0.83 and 1.
In order to extract a value of Tc for each compound we
employed power-law fits in the vicinity of Tc using the standard
definition in the fitting, where I ∝ |1 − T /Tc |2β . The values of
Tc found for each compound are listed in Table I. In Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b) we show the power-law temperature dependence of
Bragg peaks for the x = 0.46 and x = 1 compounds. In both
cases we find a value of βT = 0.32(5) that corresponds to
the renormalization group result of βRG = 1/3 for the threedimensional Ising model.
Figure 4(a) shows the results of our measurements. The
extracted critical temperatures are in good agreement with
the susceptibility results reported previously in Ref. [15].

TABLE I. Extracted critical temperature and field as a function
of doping in LiHox Y1−x F4 . The uncertainty of the values is shown in
parentheses.
x

0.25

Tc (K)
Hc (kOe)

0.25(1)
5.73(8)

174443-3

0.46
0.677(4)
11.9(1)

0.67
1.04(3)
21.5(6)

0.83
1.24(1)
36.0(6)

1.00
1.530(2)
47.3(1)
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FIG. 3. Intensity of the magnetic Bragg peak (200) close to the
phase transition in LiHox Y1−x F4 for x = 0.46 and 1. The critical
exponent β is shown for each scan and composition.
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For high Ho concentrations of x  0.5, linear suppression of Tc by doping Y3+ is observed in agreement with
the predictions of mean-field theory Tc (x) = xTc (x = 1). A
comparison of the experimental and measured values of Tc
obtained is shown in Fig. 4(b). When the Ho3+ concentration
is lowered below x ≈ 0.4, Tc deviates significantly from
mean-field approximation. This is shown experimentally in
Fig. 4(a) to be related to the onset of the spin-glass phase.
Below a marginal concentration around x ≈ 0.2 ferromagnetic
ordering is circumvented by the interplay of disorder and
frustration arising from the anisotropy of dipolar interaction.
On further dilution the crossover temperature decreases to
zero and for concentration around x ≈ 0.05 there is no spin
freezing at all. This phase is referred to as spin liquid antiglass
or decoupled cluster glass due to its unusual behavior [24].
3+

0.4
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x
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1

on x = 0.46 concentration at three different magnetic fields:
below, at, and above the critical field. As can be observed at the
tails of the Bragg peak [see Fig. 5(a) inset], critical scattering
is enhanced close to Hc . The analysis of the scans was treated
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To study the effect of the transverse magnetic field, neutron
scattering measurements were performed with field perpendicular to the scattering plane, along the crystallographic
b axis. In the zero-field cooled (ZFC) measurements, where the
samples were cooled in zero field down to base temperature
(T ≈ 100 mK), the resolution-limited magnetic Bragg peak
revealed the presence of the long-range order in all compounds,
as discussed in Sec. III A. However, below around 67% Ho3+
concentration a path dependence was observed depending
on the annealing protocol and long-range order was entirely
suppressed in the x = 0.25 sample in field cooled studies [35].
We will address these interesting results elsewhere and only
focus on ZFC measurements here.
Crystal rotation scans through the Q = (200) magnetic
reflection were performed to simultaneously investigate the
order parameter and diffuse scattering as a function of
transverse field. Figure 5(a) shows typical ω rotation scans

0.2

FIG. 4. (a) The magnetic phase diagram of LiHox Y1−x F4 as a
function of Ho3+ content x. The Curie temperature Tc from neutron
scattering (ns) is compared with magnetic susceptibility data (χ )
from Ref. [15]. The blue line denotes the mean-field prediction. At
low Ho3+ concentrations the emergence of spin-glass (SG) and spinliquid (SL) phases was reported. (b) Extracted Tc for each compound
normalized to its corresponding mean-field value. The dashed line is
a guide to the eye.
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FIG. 5. (a) Crystal rotation scans through Q = (200) for the
x = 0.46 sample at three different fields. The solid lines are fits
as described in the text. The critical scattering is strongest around Hc
(inset). (b) Field dependence of the magnetic Bragg peak intensity
(circles) and critical scattering (squares). The plotted lines are
power-law fits to the data.
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FIG. 6. Bragg peak intensity as a function of H in LiHox Y1−x F4
at 100 mK. To ease the comparison, the curves are normalized to the
maximum and minimum counts measured. The solid lines are powerlaw fits to the Bragg peak. The data has been displaced vertically.

in the same way as zero field temperature dependence studies.
The intensity of the Bragg peak is proportional to the order
parameter squared, and the critical scattering extracted using
Eq. (3) is shown in Fig. 5(b).
The normalized Bragg peak intensity of the measured
compounds as a function of H is shown in Fig. 6. We
can accurately extract the critical fields at different Ho3+
concentrations by power-law fits to the intensity close to
Hc . In the pure LiHoF4 , the intensity of the (200) reflection
gradually decreases, with magnetic contribution vanishing at
47.3(1) kOe. Above 50 kOe, we again observe an increase
of scattering by about 10% at 100 kOe which we attribute to
the magnetization of Ho3+ moments along the field direction
which is out of the scattering plane. This effect is also
captured in our mean-field calculations. We find no sign of
critical scattering within the instrument resolution. In the case
of x = 0.83 there is a steady decrease of intensity above
Hc (x = 0.83) ≈ 36 kOe. Surprisingly, in our measurements
the (200) reflection at base temperature and 80 kOe has less
intensity than above Tc (x = 0.83) at 2 K and in zero field.
That is, there is less scattering in the quantum paramagnetic
state than from the crystal lattice by approximately 20%. The
origin of this is unclear to us but may be related to a structural
distortion or a straining of the crystal under a magnetic
field leading to a change in the extinction contribution. The
measurements on x = 0.67, 0.46, and 0.25 are qualitatively
similar with decreasing Hc on decreasing x. The evolution
of the order parameter as a function of temperature (Fig. 2)
and magnetic field (Fig. 6) near the critical points differ. The
thermal transition is well defined in Fig. 2. However, a long
tail above Hc (for x < 1) is observed. This could be due to
a difference of critical fluctuations close to Hc and Tc ; or
possibly a signature of a crossover into a quasi-spin-glass
phase predicted by numerical calculations [36]. A summary
of the extracted values of Hc are listed in Table I. In Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d), we show that βH = 0.47(8), which is close to the
mean-field exponent of 0.5. Within the uncertainty of the fits,
the critical exponent does not change on dilution.

0.5

1
T (K)

1.5

2

FIG. 7. Phase diagram of LiHox Y1−x F4 obtained from neutron
diffraction (symbols).Data for x = 1 are from ac-susceptibility, thermal expansion, and magnetostriction measurements in Refs. [33,37];
the values of Tc and Hc obtained from neutron scattering measurements on x = 1 are plotted by solid black triangles. The solid
(dashed) lines are mean-field calculations with (without) the hyperfine
interaction. The mean-field curves are scaled (see Fig. 8) to match
the low-temperature range of the phase diagram.
C. Magnetic phase diagram

Neutron scattering allows us to accurately extract the
temperature and field dependence of the order parameter.
The quenching of ferromagnetic order is indicated by the
disappearance of magnetic scattering. By these means we
have mapped out the temperature-field phase diagram of
LiHox Y1−x F4 for x = 0.25, 0.46, 0.67, and 0.83 as shown
in Fig. 7. The data for the x = 1 concentration were extracted
from ac-susceptibility measurements reported by Bitko et al.
[37]. Our measurements of the magnetic phase boundaries are
in excellent agreement with those previously obtained from
ac-susceptibility measurements for x = 0.44 and 0.65 [26].
Our data can be readily compared to virtual-crystal mean-field
calculations. The field values have been scaled to match the
low temperature range of the experimental data. Doing this
improves the phase boundary comparison, and helps the zero
temperature Hc extrapolation. The scaling factor increases
from 1 for the pure compound to 4 for the x = 0.25 sample,
which shows the enhancement of the discrepancy from mean
field by the introduction of frustration and disorder into the
system. In all systems studied, we find that the critical field is
enhanced below approximately T ≈ Tc /2. This enhancement
is well captured in our calculations by the introduction of
hyperfine coupling. As has already been discussed in Sec. III A,
mean-field calculations do not agree very well with experiment
close to Tc predominantly due to the absence of fluctuations in
our model [see Fig. 4(b)].
Figure 8 shows the dilution dependence of the critical field
in LiHox Y1−x F4 . We consider three values obtained experimentally: (i) critical field Hc (T = 0) extrapolated to T = 0,
(ii) Hc (T = Tc /2) which represents the critical field in the absence of hyperfine interaction, and (iii) the difference between
(i) and (ii). From the phase diagrams in Fig. 7, we expect
that in the absence of the hyperfine interaction, the critical
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FIG. 8. Critical field behavior as a function of Ho3+ content
x in LiHox Y1−x F4 obtained from neutron scattering (blue circles).
The fields at Tc /2 represent hyperfine-free values of Hc (green
squares). The difference, , between these two values demonstrates
the hyperfine effect (red diamonds). The solid lines are mean-field
calculations in the presence (absence) [blue (green) solid line] of
hyperfine interactions, and the solid red line is the subtraction of the
two curves. The dashed lines are Hc values which are obtained by
rescaling the critical field by x.

field for a given dilution does not change appreciably below
Tc /2. Therefore, the corresponding H at this temperature can
be considered to be the hyperfine-free value of Hc for each
sample. We find from our measurements that Hc (0) decreases
almost quadratically from 53 kOe in x = 1 to 7 kOe at 25%
Ho3+ concentration. The hyperfine-free critical field Hc (Tc /2)
extracted from our data and the difference Hc (0) − Hc (Tc /2)
follow a similar trend.
In comparing our experimental results with VCMF calculations, we find that Hc (0) and Hc (Tc /2) should increase almost
linearly for 0.2 < x < 1. The difference Hc (0) − Hc (Tc /2),
which is attributed to electronuclear coupling, reveals that
hyperfine contribution on Hc is nearly dilution independent.
The effect of dilution on the criticality around the quantum
critical point is poorly captured in this model. Therefore, our
model gives very different results to what we have observed.
The experimental results imply that the system is more easily
disordered by an external magnetic field than expected.
Phenomenologically we can rescale the critical field found
from VCMF by dilution, i.e., Hc → xHc . By doing this we
reach a good agreement between VCMF and measured results
over the entire dilution range studied. An alternate strategy
would be to consider a model where the mean-field moment
within VCMF is reduced by x 2 rather than x, i.e., Eq. (1)
becomes Ji = x 2 JHo
i . Since we are reducing the effective
3+
moment of Ho ions, this would also dramatically affect the
expected Tc .
To determine whether it is necessary to scale the ordered
moment in VCMF by x 2 we turn our attention to the size
of magnetic moment on Ho3+ ions obtained in our neutron
diffraction measurements. The ratio between the magnetic
(I − IN ) and nuclear (IN ) intensities at base temperature
and zero field decrease approximately with dilution squared,

0.2

0.4

x

0.6

0.8

1

FIG. 9. The ratio of the magnetic to nuclear intensities as a
function of Ho3+ content x in LiHox Y1−x F4 at base temperature and
H = 0 (red circles), normalized to the value for x = 1. The red solid
line is the calculated ratio of the neutron scattering cross sections. The
effective magnetic moment per Ho3+ ion is plotted as blue squares
with a dashed line serving as a guide to the eye.

shown in Fig. 9. We find that the ratio of the magnetic to
nuclear scattering can be well described by our calculations of
neutron scattering cross section where the electronic moments
scale as xJz . Since the scattering lengths of Y3+ (7.75 b) and
Ho3+ (8.01 b) are very similar, the nuclear structure factor does
not have a significant dependence on dilution. The strength of
magnetic scattering is proportional to the square of the ordered
moment. Therefore, the ordered moment relative to that of
Ho3+ ions in LiHoF4 can be extracted for each concentration,
as shown in Fig. 9. Within the accuracy of our measurements,
the ordered moment per Ho3+ ion in fact remains unchanged
for the concentrations measured.
IV. DISCUSSION

The competition between random local magnetic fields
through substitution of magnetic Ho3+ ions with nonmagnetic
Y3+ in LiHox Y1−x F4 and quantum fluctuations from the
transverse magnetic field yield a complex plethora of physics.
At base temperature the measured critical field decreases
much faster than the mean-field prediction, but we have found
that a very simple phenomenological rescaling by x of the
calculated critical field yields very good agreement with the
measured phase boundary. Our results show that the mean-field
calculation overestimates Tc by 15%–20% down to x = 0.5,
below which the measured Tc decreases at a faster rate [see
Fig. 4(b)]. By scaling the mean field, our MF model accounts
effectively for that part of the thermal and random-field
fluctuations which may derive from an effective averaged
medium (as assumed to first order in the 1/z expansion
when combined with the CPA). The nonlinear variation of Tc
indicates an additional complex interplay of fluctuations and
randomness in LiHox Y1−x F4 close to Tc which requires further
theoretical studies. Moreover, for the lowest concentrations
of Ho3+ in LiHox Y1−x F4 , the system may be entering into
a dipolar quasi-spin-glass state as we increase H . The long
tail above Hc in the order parameter curves of systems with
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x < 0.7, as shown in Fig. 6, is possibly a signature of such a
crossover when the temperature is sufficiently low [36].
Our experimental results shown in Fig. 8, demonstrate the
increasingly stronger reduction of Hc as the concentration of
Ho3+ is reduced compared to our VCMF model. Random
fields together with quantum fluctuations are at the heart of
this phenomenon [16,32,38,39]. Numerical calculations for
x = 0.5 and 0.7 found that Hc is significantly suppressed
when off-diagonal bilinear dipolar terms are included in the
effective Hamiltonian [16]. The rate of suppression of Hc is
greater for lower concentrations of Ho3+ [16], which is also in
agreement with our results. However, these calculations do not
include the hyperfine interactions, which plays an important
role in stabilizing the magnetic order. At lowest values of x,
when the effective dipolar interactions are weak, the phase
boundaries are mostly dictated by hyperfine interaction. This
feature is obvious in the x = 0.25 phase diagram, where
the effect of the hyperfine interactions is more pronounced.
Similar features have been argued by Schechter et al. [12],
in comparing two highly diluted systems, where a reentrance
and nonmonotonic H suppression with x was predicted. We
hope that the experimental account of the field, temperature,
and dilution dependence reported herein will inspire a detailed
theoretical description taking into account both electronic and
nuclear degrees of freedom as well as random longitudinal and
transverse fields.
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phase transition from mean-field prediction below x = 0.5.
The quantum phase transition is found to be more sharply
suppressed by dilution than expected from mean-field calculations that we account for by a phenomenological rescaling
of Hc by x. At base temperature and low magnetic fields
where the energy scale of electron and nuclear spin coupling
is effectively higher than the dipolar interactions, magnetic
order of the Ho3+ ions is observed for all studied compositions
x. However, the persisting long tails of scattering intensity
above Hc could indicate the appearance of a quasi-spin-glass
phase. Off-diagonal coupling, which can be tuned by H and
x, competes with quantum fluctuations from the transverse
field, which result in a faster suppression of Hc . The influence
of the dilution of magnetic Ho3+ ions by diamagnetic Y3+
ions on the quantum phase transition could be quantitatively
tracked by comparing the phase boundaries of experimental
and mean-field phase diagrams.
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